
The Tease Media Named as Finalist for
Prestigious Shorty Awards in News & Media
Category

The Tease Media

The Tease Media, a trailblazer in the

salon professional beauty media

industry, selected as a finalist in Shorty

Awards News and Media category.

MADISON, WISCONSIN, UNITED

STATES, April 24, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- The Tease Media,

a trailblazer in the salon professional

beauty space, is honored to announce

its selection as a finalist in the

esteemed Shorty Awards under the News & Media category. The Shorty Awards is renowned

internationally for recognizing excellence across digital and social platforms. The News & Media

category “honors the most effective and creative use of social media or digital to disseminate

news and information”. 

The Tease is more than a

media engine, we're a

cultural movement. Our

commitment to authenticity,

diversity and editorial

excellence resonates with

our audience and drives

impact.”

Kelly Ehlers

Driven by the vision of its co-founders, Kelly Ehlers and

Monica Hickey, The Tease Media emerged from a gap in

professional beauty media, which had seen minimal

innovation over two decades. Identifying the challenges

faced by salon professionals in accessing diverse and

unbiased content, Ehlers and Hickey resolved to be the

change the industry craved. With 30 combined years of

storytelling experience in the salon professional space and

work through their award-winning marketing agency, The

Evoke Agency they established The Tease Media. 

"Our objective with The Tease Media was clear: to disrupt the landscape of beauty media

publications and provide professionals and prosumers with a dynamic and diverse source of

information," said Kelly Ehlers, Founder of The Tease Media. "Being recognized as a finalist for

The Shorty Awards is a testament to our dedication to bring professional beauty into the larger

news media landscape."

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.thetease.com
https://shortyawards.com/16th/the-tease-media-covering-hair-beauty-culture-better
https://www.theevokeagency.com/
https://www.theevokeagency.com/


In addition to its enormous editorial success, The Tease Media boasts a thriving social media

presence, with a total of 397,000 salon professionals engaged across its platforms. Through

exclusive editorial content, visuals, podcasts, and strategic partnerships with industry

organizations, The Tease Media remains at the forefront of innovation and inclusivity in the

beauty industry.

"We are not just a news platform; we are a cultural movement," stated Monica Hickey, Co-

Founder of The Tease Media. "Our commitment to authenticity, diversity, and editorial excellence

resonates with our audience, driving engagement and impact across all our platforms."

"We are immensely proud of the impact The Tease Media has had on the beauty industry,"

added Hickey. “We are honored to be recognized as a finalist for The Shorty Awards, and look

forward to continuing the amplification of diverse voices, challenging industry norms, and

inspiring positive change."

To stay up to date on The Tease Media’s work, visit the website and follow along on Instagram,

Facebook, YouTube, X, and TikTok.

About The Tease Media 

The Tease Media was launched in 2019 by The Evoke Agency Founder Kelly Ehlers and Co-

Founder Monica Hickey. The Tease Media is a digital destination for all things hair, beauty and

pop culture. Through smart, candid reporting, The Tease Media keeps professionals and

prosumers on-trend with exclusive editorial content, visuals and podcasts. Editorial is driven by

smart, candid reporting while content is informed by insight, curiosity and commentary. The

Tease Media includes an online magazine, series of podcasts, a subscription sampling box and

custom digital offerings.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/706215618
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try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something

we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable

in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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